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"What if... we kissed?" Ken Arrestor thought it was stupid to ask a girl he'd never met before, never had
seen, and was sitting in a dark closet with to kiss him, but when she agreed, he never knew how much his life
would change. Four years later, Ken Arrestor is popular and well-known on the soccer team. He could have
any girl at his school, but for some reason, he's stuck thinking about the mysterious girl who had been his
first kiss. Enter Levy Fennel. Ken fell flat on his face when he met her, quite literally since he tripped over
her wheelchair. Never did Ken think that he'd end up being friends with the girl in the wheelchair, or that
he'd even end up wanting to be more with her. In the beginning, he was determined just to get to know the
sweet, shy, sarcastic, and somewhat familiar girl no matter what, even with his teammate and ex-girlfriend
making Levy question her friendships. As he got to know Levy however, Ken couldn't deny that he would
soon be faced with his biggest challenge yet: figuring out how to admit his feelings to her. But what about
the kiss with the mysterious girl in the closet? Follow Ken as he makes new friends and reconnects with old
ones, all thanks to the help of the girl that everyone seems to underestimate. In the end, it's the fact that
Levy's in a wheelchair that matters the least. (A 35,000 word novella)
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From reader reviews:

Gerald Stewart:

This Lift Me Up are generally reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The key reason
why of this Lift Me Up can be one of several great books you must have is definitely giving you more than
just simple looking at food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your before knowledge.
This book is actually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-book and
printed people. Beside that this Lift Me Up giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary,
giving you demo of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have it and
enjoy reading.

Gregory Richards:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always try to and must have the time or they will get wide range
of stress from both way of life and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely
sure. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity have you got when
the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then do you ever
try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, often the book you
have read will be Lift Me Up.

Ollie Brooks:

This Lift Me Up is fresh way for you who has curiosity to look for some information because it relief your
hunger associated with. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this Lift Me Up can be the light food for you personally because
the information inside that book is easy to get simply by anyone. These books acquire itself in the form and
that is reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in guide
form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a e-book
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss that!
Just read this e-book sort for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Shirley Morales:

Guide is one of source of information. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen want book to know the upgrade information of year to year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the
world. Through the book Lift Me Up we can acquire more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? To
become creative person must like to read a book. Merely choose the best book that appropriate with your
aim. Don't end up being doubt to change your life with that book Lift Me Up. You can more inviting than
now.
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